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Who am I?

Co-founder of project 
The Mobile City

PhD (EUR, 2010) in 
philosophy of technology; 
trained as cultural 
anthropologist

Part time lecturer Utrecht 
University, New Media 
studies



What is the talk about?

How do mobile media technologies shape the construction of human identity? 

proposition: ‘playful identities’

- Identity
- Mobile media
- Play
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1 rule.... participate!

How do mobile media technologies shape the construction of human identity? 

proposition: ‘playful identities’

- Identity
- Mobile media
- Play



Narrative identity: the storytelling self

Paul Ricoeur (and others):
Identity is made up of 3 relations

I – world (referentiality)
I – other people (communicability)
I – self (self-understanding)
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Narrative identity: the storytelling self

So what is this 'self'?
 

narrative 
identity

idem (sameness) ipse (selfhood)

what?
causal order
sameness/similarity
character

who?
intentional order
unicity/difference
promise



Narrative identity: identification in 3 stages

1 narrative preunderstanding (mimesis1)
2 narrative emplotment (mimesis2)
3 narrative self-interpretation (mimesis3)

Narrative identity: the storytelling self
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Narrative still privileged identity mediation?

Image credits: Newton Free Library / PressPix Photography on Flickr.com

Question:
New media > new identity mediation?

….Play!

Criticism:
macro: End of 'grand narratives'?

meso: Waning trust in expert systems?

micro: Singular and unified self, no eye 
for heterogeneity and ambiguity? 



2011

2013

The rise of mobile media technologies



Transcending space and time: an old wish
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Situational: “where are you?”



pervasive play

wayfinding sensing and visualization annotation

social networking

Mobile media and urban space



Social: personal and sharing
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Self: “Look, this is me!”



Johan Huizinga (1951): play at origin of culture
Roger Caillois (1958): 4 play types, 2 play attitudes
Gregory Bateson (1972), Brian Sutton-Smith (1997): metaplay, ambiguity
Markus Montola (2009): pervasive games: play + city + digital media 

play (paidia)
improvisation, 
spontaneous, fun, 

game (ludus)
Rule based, strategic, 
serious

agôn
competition

mimicry
pretense

ilinx
sensory delusion

alea
chance

original photo credits:
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Play theory: beyond studying games



Play as heuristic lens to understand digital mediations of identity

But:

Play & games  <->  everyday life, or not?

Identity mediation in digital age: play
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Play can be ‘serious’…

Not just for their own sake; secondary effects

- increasing hand-eye coordination
- a valve for blowing off steam
- stimulating brain facilities
- practice for ‘real’ situations
- display strength in ritualized form
- learning skills
- etc.
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- Johan Huizinga: play at origin of culture

- G.H. Mead: development of identity through 
play and games; ‘generalized other’

- Erving Goffman: everyday life as theater

- Bateson: communication as play

...and ‘everyday life’ is playful

Image credit: E>mar on Flickr.com





Urban identities and play

Some historical themes:

1. entertainment
2. subversive play
3. everyday theater
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Urban identities and play

Some historical themes:

1. entertainment
2. subversive play
3. everyday theater



1. Play on the mobile

Image credits: [desta]/ Matt Adams / notariety on Flickr.com

Platform for play



Pervasive games

Blast Theory Pacmanhattan



2. Play with the mobile

Symbolic artefact, consumer good, personalization



Commodified culture? 



Subversive play



Contesting modernity



3. Play through the mobile



4. Played by the mobile

Copyright: http://ostill.clustershot.com/photo822923



What do we gain from the play perspective? 

Understanding digital media technologies in terms of 
multiplicity, heterogeneity, and ambiguity.

Understanding how digital media shape identity:  

mediated social interactions
● interactions with our environment
● self-self relations

Conclusion: playful identities



Michiel de Lange

mdelange@bijt.org

@mdelange

Thank you!
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